
What Is The Need To Fix An Overbite At The Early Age? 

Why is it important to remedy your overbite teeth with dental braces? While an attractive 
smile boosts confidence as well as is frequently connected with physical attraction, the 
advantages of straighter teeth push beyond our outside appearance. The alignment of our 
teeth can affect our health, self-confidence, and how we work throughout our lives. 
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While many people's teeth are uneven in some way, severe bite irregularities can bring about: 

• Trouble eating 
• Jaw injuries 
• Misfunction of surrounding teeth 
• Pre-mature wear of teeth 
• Increased threat of periodontal illness 

Sorts of usual, treatable reasons for orthodontic attacks consist of an openbite, overbite, 
underbite, as well as crossbite. This post outlines the overbite issues and the ways to fix 
overbite. 

Additionally, called a deep bite, overbites describe the overlapping of the top teeth over the 
reduced. Oftentimes, the bottom teeth go unnoticed when the person attacks down. 

Types of Overbites 

Vertical Overbite: Where the top teeth substantially overlap the bottom teeth. 

Horizontal Overbite: Where the top teeth stick out over the bottom teeth. 

Overbite Correction 

Generally, a Miami Orthodontist will firstly diagnose the issue and determine the severity of 
the overbite. In youngsters, they are simpler to deal with since a youngster's jaw is still in the 
developmental phases. For children and teens, one of the most typical concerns is crowding 
of teeth in the mouth. For several adults with overbite trouble, the absence of preventative 
therapy early in life has actually caused a lot more severe signs related to overbites. In either 
case, the Orthodontist near me or a dental professional will certainly examine the location & 
write a therapy plan that can last for up to two years or perhaps longer. 
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Initial x-rays will certainly be taken to identify the type of overbite as well as the relationship 
between the teeth and the jaw in figuring out the most effective treatment. He may suggest 
for jaw alignment braces or dental appliances or even surgery depending upon your age and 
severity of the issue. 

Some Miami orthodontists utilize ‘Twin Block appliance’ when the child is still expanding. This 
holds the reduced jaw in the protrusive setting. While these appliances are put on, the 
patient's lower jaw may grow into the appropriate position. Let’s discuss some more 
questions to better understand the need for overbite braces and other overbite treatment 
solutions. 

Why is it poor to have an overbite? 

If your overbite makes it tough to appropriately cleanse your teeth and gums, then this can 
likewise result in the dental cavity, gum tissue disease, and missing teeth when not treated 
correctly. Visit a Miami orthodontist sooner to stay clear of any dental problems due to 
overbite. 

Is overbite correction necessary? 

Many overbites can be remedied with orthodontic treatment alone. Nonetheless, in some 
extreme instances, surgical treatment may be required initially in order to remedy the 
formation of the top jaw or extract some teeth to facilitate realignment. overbite braces are 
one of the ways to fix an overbite. Consult about the overbite before and after photos, risk 
factors, and concerns with your Miami orthodontist before getting any particular treatment. 

How long does it take to fix an overbite? 

Treatment using overbite braces can take anywhere from 6 months to 2 years. Invisalign near 
me is a means to properly line up teeth by wearing a series of clear appliances that fit over 
the upper and/or reduced teeth. 

To get your overbite Braces near me to fix overbite issues, reach out to Ivanov Orthodontics. 
We are one of the leading orthodontic networks in Miami, Florida, facilitating clients with the 
best orthodontic care and treatments. Call on (786) 540-1919 for further details. 

  

 


